History of cryobiology, with special emphasis in evolution of mouse sperm cryopreservation.
Confucius said study the past if you would define the future and a popular statement says that history depends on who writes it. To talk about history it is necessary to find and define a milestone where to start the narration. The intention of this quick review is to take the reader through moments and selected publications; part and pieces of memories showing how the concept of cryopreservation, specifically for mouse sperm, was conceived and sustained as we know it today. Beginning with the development of the microscope (1677) and continuing through the 17th century with the first documented observation by L. Spallanzani describing that sperm could maintain the motility under cold conditions. As J. Sherman suggested, we divide the cryopreservation evolution into two sequences, previous to and after 1949 when Polge, Smith and Parkes discovered the property of glycerol as cryoprotectant. Later, in 1972, D. Whittingham, S. Leibo, and P. Mazur applying a slow freezing process achieved the first embryo freezing (mouse). During that time many theories were scientifically confirmed. Among those, Peter Mazur demonstrated the relation between the speed of freezing and intracellular ice formation, and Stanley Leibo that each cell type has their unique freezing curve. In 1950, after the discovery of the protective aspect of glycerol, sperm from many mammals were frozen, except from the mouse. It was in the early 90's when the mouse sperm freezing becomes important and it was a real challenge for many groups, nevertheless, the technique using skim milk and raffinose modified by Dr Nakagata was the beginning of a different story ….